DIRECTIONS TO
THE EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES OFFICE

Directions to the SKW building

There are three ways to get to the Equal Opportunities Office using public transportation.

I. If you get off at the subway station Miquel/Adickesallee (U1, U2, U3, U8) or at the bus stop Miquel-/Hansaallee (M32), follow Miquelallee until you reach Hansaallee. There, turn left onto Hansaallee in the direction of Campus Westend (heading south). Keep to the right side of the road. At the first opportunity, turn right onto the campus site. The first building on your left is the SKW building.

II. If you get off at the subway station (U1, U2, U3, U8) or bus stop Holzhausenstraße (M36), follow Holzhausenstraße and then turn right onto Hansaallee. Now follow the street until you can turn left onto Max-Horkheimer-Straße. Behind the traffic barrier, turn right onto Rostocker Straße. The second building on your right is the SKW building.

III. From and to Bockenheim, you can also take bus line 75 to the Max-Horkheimer-Straße stop. From there, follow Max-Horkheimer-Straße and turn right onto Rostocker Straße after the traffic barrier. The second building on the right is the SKW building.

Location in the SKW building

If you then enter the SKW building through the side entrance (I), please walk straight ahead towards the gate and the lecture hall. If you enter the SKW building through the main entrance (II & III), please walk past the gatekeeper and keep to the right.

If you walk around the grooved outer wall of the auditorium, you will come to the building’s yellow C tract. There, please keep to the right, walk past the mailroom and take the elevator there (yellow) to the 5th floor, where our offices are located.